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RESUME L'influence de la catone glaciaire
laurentidienne sur Ie climat en Amerique du
Nord durant Ie dernier pleniglaciaire. Un mo-
dele climatique, compose d'un modele de
circulation atmospherique general associe a
un modele simple de la couche oceanique
mixte, a servi a etudier I'influence de la re-
partition des glaciers continentaux sur Ie climat

de I.Amerique du Nord au dernier plenigla-
ciaire. Ce modele avait deja servi pour simuler
Ie climat au dernier pleniglaciaire; il a montre
des changements de temperatures concor-
dant assez bien avec les donnees paleocli-
matiques. La repartition des glaces
continentales pendant Ie pleniglaciaire selon
I'hypothese d'extension maximale de
HUGHES et at. (1981) a servi a la model i-

sation. En reponse a I'incorporation des don-
nees de cetle hypothese, Ie modele fait voir
des changements majeurs dans Ie climat de
l'Amerique du Nord. La presence de la calotte
glaciaire fait ressortir I'influence de I'orogra-
phie sur Ie flux tropospherique qui se concre-
tise par une separation des vents d'ouest aux
latitudes moyennes durant toutes les saisons,
sauf I'ete. Les temperatures hivernales
s'abaissent substantiellement dans une vaste
region situee au sud de la calotte laurenti-

dienne, bien que Ie refroidissement soit
moindre durant rete. Une zone seche se de-
veloppe immediatement au sud de la marge
glaciaire. Au meme moment, les precipitations
augmentent dans la region qui s'etend de

rextremite sud-est de la calotte glaciaire
jusque dans rAtlantique Nord, a rest. Certains

de ces resultats sur la nature du paleoclimat
sont similaires aux deductions que les don-

nees geologiques ont inspirees.
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ABSTRACT A climate model, consistinl~ of
an atmospheric general circulation model
coupled with a simple model of the oceanic
mixed layer, is used to investigate the effects
of the continental ice distribution of the last
glacial maximum (LGM) on North American
climate. This model has previously been used
to simulate the LGM climate, producing tem-
perature changes reasonably in agreement
with paleoclimatic data. The LGM distribution
of continental ice according to the maximum
reconstruction of HUGHES et al. (1981) is
used as input to the model. In response to
the incorporation of the expanded continental
ice of the LGM, the model produces major
changes in the climate of North America. The
ice sheet exerts an orographic effect on the
tropospheric flow, resulting in a splittin'~ of
the midlatitude westerlies in all seasons but
summer. Winter temperatures are greatl~1 re-
duced over a wide region south of the Lau-

rentide ice sheet, although summer coc)ling
is less extensive. An area of reduced soil
moisture develops in the interior of North
America just south of the ice margin. At the
same time, precipitation increases in a belt

extending from the extreme southeastern
portion of the ice sheet eastward into the
North Atlantic. Some of these findings are
similar to paleoclimatic inferences based on

geological evidence.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG Auswirkungen der
laurentischen Eisdecke auf das Klima Nor-
damrikas wahrend des jOngsten glazialen
Maximums. Um die Auswirkungen der kon-
tinentalen Eisverbreitung im jOngsten glazialen
Maximum auf das nordamerikanische Klima
zu erforschen, wird ein Klima-Modell benutzt,

das BUS einem Modell der Hauptluftstromung
in Verbindung mil einem einfachen Modell
der gemischten ozeanischen Schicht besteht.
FrOher wurde dieses Modell benutzt, um das
Klima im jOngsten glazialen Maximum zu si-
mulieren. Die Ergebnisse haben Tempera-
turschwankungen ergeben, die einigerma~en
genau mit den paleoklimatischen Daten
Obereinstimmten. Ausgegangen wurde bei
dem Modell van der VeneiJung des konti-
nentalen Eises im jOngsten glazialen Maxi-
mum entsprechend der Maximum-
Rekonstruktion van HUGHES et al. (1981).
Ais Antwon auf die Einverleibung des aus-
gedehnten kontinental en Eises im jOngsten
glazialen Maximum produzien das Modell
bedeutende Veranderungen im nordameri-
kanischen Klima. Die Eisdecke Obt eine or-
ographische Wirkung auf die tropospharische
luttstromung BUS, was zu einer Aufsplitterung
de,r westlichen Winde mittlerer Breite in alien
Jahreszeiten au~er im Sommer fOhn. Die
Winter- Temperaturen sinken stark in einem
weiten Gebiet sOdlich der laurentischen Eis-
decke, wahrend die sommerliche AbkOhlung
weniger stark ausfallt. 1m Innem Nordamerikas
sOdlich der Eisgrenze entwickelt sich ein Ge-
biet verringener Bodenfeuchtigkeit. Glei-
chzeitig nehmen die Niederschlage innerhalb
eines GOnels zu, der van dem au~ersten sO-
dostlichen Teil der Eisdecke ostwans in den

Nordatlantik reicht. Einige dieser Ergebnisse
decken sich mit paleoklimatischen Foigerun-
gen, die sich auf geologische Nachweise

stOtzen.
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INTRODUCTION

In an effort to understand the dramatic changes in climate
that occurred during the Pleistocerle, a number of ~tudies
have been conducted using general circulation models to
simulate the ice age climate. These stlJdies were made possible
by the comprehensive reconstruction of the surlace char-
acteristics of the earth during the lasj glacial maximUn1 (LGM)
by the CLIMAP Project (CLIMAP I:lroject Members ~ 1976, 1981). This reconstruction of surla(:e elevation, con inental

ice distribution, sea level, land surfaCE~ albedo, and sea surface
temperature (SST) was the first quantitative, global t ata set

suitable for use as input to atmospheric general cir ulation

models. GATES (1976a, b), MANABE and HAHN (19 7), and
HANSEN et at. (1984) used the CLIMAP surface rec4nstruc-
tions as input to such climate models in an effort to ~imulate
the ice age climate.

Employing a slightly different approach, MANA~E and
BROCCOLI (1985a) used an atmospheric general cirfulation
model coupled with a simple model of the oceaniq mixed
layer to study the influence of continental ice on the LGM
climate. Unlike the models used in the studies cited previously,
in which SST was prescribed, Manabe and Broccoli's model
predicted SST. This allowed a comparison to be made between
the changes in SST produced by their model and those re-
constructed by CLIMAP. They found that the LGM dis ribution
of continental ice produced change:; in model SST s milar to
those reconstructed by CLIMAP in the Northern He isphere
but, unlike the reconstruction, ther!~ was almost no change
in Southern Hemisphere temperature. The troposph ric flow
field was substantially altered, and a decrease in soil oisture
occurred in areas just south of the ic.~ sheets in North merica
and Eurasia. '

~

circulation in response to LGM boundary conditions were
associated with the expanded continental ice.

In the current study, the model of BROCCOLI and MANABE
(1987) is used to re-examine the influence of the LGM con-
tinental ice on climate. Since the model and the experimental
design are very similar to those of MANABE and BROCCOLI
(1985a), many of the results presented here are essentially
the same as those presented in their paper. While their study
discussed changes in climate from a global perspective, the
current study, in keeping with the theme of the INQUA sym-
posium, concentrates on the effects of continental ice on the
North American climate. Substantial changes in temperature,
soil moisture, precipitation, and tropospheric flow in response
to the increased continental ice are identified and examined.

The sensitivity of a similar model to ice age boundary
conditions was examined by MANABE and BROCCOLI
(1985b). They simulated the LGM climate using as input the
expanded LGM continental ice, the reduced ice age atmos-

pheric CO2 concentration, and vegetation-induced changes
in land surface albedo. The differences in SST and surface
air temperature produced by the model were com f ared to

paleoclimatic data from the LGM. C:hanges in model SST in

response to LGM boundary conditiorls were reasonabl similar
to those reconstructed by CLIMAP. particularly outside the
subtropics. Over land, the changes in surface air temperature
were in good agreement with paleocll,matic data in the Northem
Hemisphere extratropics. but were t:>o small elsewhete. They
concluded that the sensitivity of the model to LGM boundary

conditions was realistic.
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In a related study, BROCCOLI and MANABE (19 7) used
the same model to evaluate the relative strength of he con-
tributions of expanded continental ice, reduced atm spheric
CO2, and changes in land surface albedo to the LGM limate.
They found that the expansion of continental ice ade the
largest contribution to the cooling of the Northern He isphere,
with little impact in the Southern Hemisphere. Th t re, the

reduction of atmospheric CO2 was the most importan cooling

mechanism. Most of the substantial changes in atm: spheric

I
I HYDROLOGY : HEAT !BALANCEI ~ ICE ;H~ALANCEI

CONTINENT MIXED LAYER OCEAN

FIGURE 1. Box diagram illustrating the basic structure of the coupled
atmosphere-mixed layer ocean climatic model.

Diagramme illustrant la structure de base que fait apparaitre /'as-
sociation des modeles atmospheriques et de la couche oceanique
mixte.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

As the box diagram of Figure 1 indicates, the mathematical
climate model used for this study consists of three basic units:
(1) a general circulation model of the atmosphere, (2) a heat
and water balance model over the continents, and (3) a simple
model of the oceanic mixed layer. A brief description of these
three units follows.

The atmospheric general circulation model computes the
rates of change with time of the vertical component of vorticity,
horizontal divergence, temperature, moisture, and surface
pressure using the so-called spectral method, in which these
variables are represented by a limited number of spherical
harmonics. The model's horizontal resolution is determined
by the degree of truncation of the spectral components. For
this study, 15 components are retained in both the zonal and
meridional directions. This corresponds to a grid resolution
of 4.50 latitude by 7.50 longitude. The dynamical component
of this model is described by GORDON and STERN (1982).
MANABE et al. (1979) and MANABE and HAHN (1981) discuss
the structure and performance of this atmospheric model in

more detail.
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Over the continents, the assumption of no surface heat
storage is used to determine surface temperatures from energy
fluxes at the surface. Snow is allowed to accumulate on the
surface, with the change in snow depth predicted as the net
contribution from snowfall, sublimation, and snowmelt. A higher
surface albedo is used when snow is present. Changes in
soil moisture are computed from the rates of rainfall, evap-
oration, snowmelt, and runoff. The distribution and thickness
of continental ice is prescribed at the start of an experiment
and does not change during its course, but ablation ~nd ac-

TABLE!

Boundary conditions for control anc' ice sheet experimbnts EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To study the impact of continental ice on the LGM climate,
two of the experiments run by BROCCOLI and MANABE
(1987) are analyzed One of these is a control experiment,
using the modern distributions of land, continental ice, and
surface albedo and the current atmospheric CO2 concentration.
The perturbed experiment uses the LGM distributions of land
and continental ice, with all other factors held constant (Table
I). The ice distribution is taken from the "maximum recon-
struction" of HUGHES et a/. (1981), and the land distribution

(P: present, L: last glacial maximum)

Control Ide Sheet

p
P

300
P
P

L
L

300
P
P

Land-Sea Distribution
Continental Ice Distribution
Atmospheric CO2 Concentration (ppmv)
Snow-Free Land Albedo Distribution
Orbital Parameters

q.s~
FIGURE 2. Continental outlines,
topography, and distributions of
continental ice used in models ex-
periments. Topographic contours
indicate height above sea level
(km). Regions covered by conti-

roA-- I i nental ice are stippled. Top: pres-
~0.5 1 lent; bottom: last glacial maximum.

II 't f' ..J I Profils des continents, topographie

1.51J~ l et repartitio? des gl~ciers conti-
0.5 J I ~ -nentaux quI ont servl aux essals

~,:r I de modelisation. Les courbes
'-iJ de niveau donnent L'altitude au-

0.5 dessus du niveau de la mer (km).
Les regions couvertes par les gla-
ciers sont en pointiJles. En haut:

90S situation actuelle; en bas: dernier
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cretion rates are computed. Further details of the hydrologic
computations can be found in MANABE (1969).

The oceanic mixed layer model consists of a vertically
isothermal layer of static water of uniform depth. This model
includes the effects of ;oceanic evaporation and the heat ca-
pacity of the oceanic mixed layer, but neglects the effects of
horizontal heat exchange by ocean currents and of the heat
exchange between the mixed layer and the deeper parts of
the ocean. Sea ice is predicted when the temperature of the
mixed layer falls below the freezing point of sea water (- 2°C),
and a higher surface albedo is used where sea ice is present.

180 150 120 90 60 JOW 0 IJOE 60 90 120 150 180

90N~-- --I
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assumes a 150 m drop in sea level to accompany the i~crease
in continental ice. The present and LGM coastlines ard dis-

tributions of continental ice and topography used fot these
experiments are pictured in Figure 2. i

Both versions of the model are time-integrated be inning
from a dry, isothermal atmosphere at rest coupled to n iso-
thermal ocean. A number of simulated annual cyc es are
required to "spin-up" the model before a quasi-equ librium
climate is achieved. The control and ice sheet expe iments
were integrated for 15 and S years, respectively, a er the
establishment of quasi-equililjrium conditions. It is fro these
periods that the model climates of the ice sheet and ontrol
experiments are taken and compared.

CLIMATIC RESPONSE

a) ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION

The presence of the massive ice sheet over the n~rthern
half of the North American continent, reaching elevatlons of
more than 3000 m, has a major influence on the atmo~pheric
circulation. Figures 3 and 4 contain winter (December-J,nuary-
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FIGURE 3. Wind vectors for
winter from the control experiment.
Magnitudes are proportional to the
length of the vector and the arrow
above the upper left corner of each~ , map indicates a wind speed of 20m!
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February) wind vectors for the surface and 515 mb level from
the control and ice sheet experiments, respectively. At the
515 mb level, a dramatic change in the flow field between
the two experiments is apparent. The almost zonal flow present
in the control experiment, with only a weak ridge over western
North America, is replaced by a pronounced blocking pattern
in the ice sheet experiment. A split flow exists, with the stronger
branch bypassing the Laurentide Ice Sheet to the south with
a jet maximum just off the Atlantic coast, and a weaker branch

following the northern periphery of the ice sheet to rejoin the
southern branch over the North Atlantic. A distinct change in
the flow pattern IS also noted at the surface, where the mid-
latitude westerly wind belt crossing the North Pacific is deflected
northward over the Alaska-Yukon region. There it becomes
part of an anticyclonic circulation centered over the western
portion of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, with a strong surface flow
crossing the northern periphery of the ice sheet before flowing
across the North Atlantic. Over the remainder of North America,
north to northwest flow originating from this anticyclone replaces
the generally westerly flow of the control experiment. A similar,
although weaker, flow pattern prevails during spring and au-
tumn. In summer, the circulation in both experiments is much



NORTH AMERICAN CLIMATE 295less vigorous, and only minor alterations of the flow occur.Some of the impacts of these changes in circulation on s rfaceair temperature will be discussed in the next subsecti n.b) TEMPERATUREPronounced cooling is associated with the expande LGMcontinental ice in the North American sector. Figure 5 illu tratesthe change in surface air temperature for each season Mostprominent in all seasons is the sizeable cooling that is ce teredon the Laurentide Ice Sheet, reaching as much as 60 inwinter. Two factors are important in producing this local cooling.One is the high surface albedo of glacial ice, whil:h reducesthe amount of solar radiation absorbed at the surf~e. Inaddition, points on the ice surface are at a much higher elevationthan the corresponding points in the control experiment. Thusthe decrease of temperature with height results in an ad!itional reduction of surface air temperature.Other regions of large temperature change are esentoutside the area covered by continental ice. Substantial ~oolingoccurs over North America south of the ice front durin~inter, when temperatures drop by more than 60 over an ar a ex-tending as far south as the Gulf of Mexico. The c ling in
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this region is less extensive in other seasons, particularly
spring and summer, when higher temperatures occur in
southeastern North America. Both changes in surface char-
acteristics and airflow contribute to this seasonal contrast. In
spring and summer, solar radiation is strong and the surface
flow over the Gulf of Mexico region is from the south. There
is more land in this region in the ice sheet experiment than
in the control because sea level is lower. By substituting a
continental surface with limited moisture content for a water
surface, a greater burden falls upon the sensible heat flux as
a mechanism for ventilating the surface. The increased sensible
heating creates a local increase in temperature, which is
advected northward by the surface flow. In autumn solar ra-
diation begins to weaken, making this process less important,
and the surface flow near the ice edge becomes northerly by
winter, advecting air southward that has been cooled over
the Laurentide Ice Sheet. In addition, more extensive winter
snow cover in the ice ~;heet experiment also contributes to

cooling during that sea:;on.

Elsewhere, a coolin~1 maximum exists just offshore of the
continent in the Labrador Sea region during winter and spring.
MANABE and BROCCOLI (1985a) have described the mech-
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FIGURE 5. Difference in surface air temperature betwee ~ the ice sheet and control experiments for each season (OC). Area of tem-

perature increase are densely stippled, while areas of tern erature
decrease greater than 10° are lightly stippled. The healiY soli outline
indicates the continental ice boundary.
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anism responsible for the large cooling in this locatipn. Ex-
tremely cold air develops over the northern periPhe;of the
Laurentide Ice Sheet and flows through the gap betw en the
Laurentide and Greenland ice sheets to reach the North tlantic
Ocean. The effect of this cold air is to maintain thic~er and
more extensive sea ice in this region. The sea ice ~as an
insulating effect and inhibits the heat exchange betw~en the
ocean and the overlying air, allowing much lower tem l ratures than in the control experiment where less sea ice is resent.

This mechanism is not effective in summer when t e flow
pattern is weaker and sea ice is thinner and less ex~nsive,
while in autumn it operates in a less dramatic fashion as the
seasonal growth of sea ice begins. I

Significant warming occurs in the model over the ,'Xlaska-
Yukon region during winter and spring. Examinatio~ of the
surface wind vectors indicates increased southerly I flow in
this region in response to the blocking effect of the La4rentide
Ice Sheet. While no warming occurs in this region in ~utumn,
a relative minimum of cooling extends northward f~om the
Gulf of Alaska along the same axis. In summer, w~en the
blocking pattern is not present, a relative maximum oficooling
extends westward through this region from the ice Sleet. c) HYDROLOGY

The impact of the Laurentide Ice Sheet is not con ined to
atmospheric circulation and temperature, but also eXtndS to
the hydrologic budget of the model. Figure 6 is a ma of the
percentage change in annual mean soil moisture 0 curring

"(j ,

'-1

180W 150 120

Differences au niveau des temperatures de surface a chacune des
saisons entre f'essai sur Ie modele d'inlandsis et f'essai temoin. Les
regions qui connaissent une augmentation des temperatures sont
densement pointilles, tandis que les regions qui connaissent une
diminution des temperatures plus grande que 100 Ie sont moins. Le
trait gras montre les limites des glaciers continentaux.

--
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FIGURE 6. Percentage change in annual mean soil moisture from
the control to the ice sheet experiment. Areas covered by continental
ice are hatched; areas of positive soil moisture change are stippled.

Changements en pourcentage au niveau de I"humidite annuelle
moyenne du sol se/on r essai temoin et I" essai sur Ie modele d'inlandsis.
Les regions couvertes par les glaciers continentaux sont hachurees
et les regions donI Ie raux d'humidite augmente sont en pointiJ/es.

in response to the presence of the LGM ice. A large area
over the interior of North America south of the Laurentide Ice
Sheet undergoes a substantial reduction of soil moisture,
exceeding 60 % at its center. To investigate the mechanism
responsible for this dry zone, a soil moisture budget is computed
for each experiment. Figure 7 contains the seasonal variation
of monthly mean soil moisture for this region from the ice
sheet and control experiments, along with the difference in
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FIGURE 7. Seasonal variations in area-averaged soil moisture (cm)
for the dry zone that develops south of the Laurentide Ice Sheet from
the ice sheet and control experiments. The vertical bars indicate the
monthly mean soil moisture, with the stippled and open bars re-
presenting the control and ice sheet experiments, res~lectively. Dif-
ferences in precipitation and evaporation (including sublimation)
between the two experiments (cm/d) are shown by solid and ~ashed
lines, respectively. I

Variations saisonnieres de J'humidite moyenne du sol (cm) 6ans la
region seche qui se developpe au sud de la ca/otte glaci4ire lau-
rentidienne selon J'essai sur Ie modele d'inlandsis et J'essai temoin.
Les co/onnes donnent J'humidite mensuelle moyenne, la p rtie en
pointi/le representant J'essai temoin. Les differences au niv au des
precipitations et de J'evaporation (y compris la sublimatio ) entre
les deux essais (cmld) sont indiquees respectivement par un trait
continu et par un tirete.

~~'

monthly mean precipitation and evaporation between t e two

experiments. I

The budget shows that the reduction in precipitatio~ in the

ice sheet experiment is larger than the reduction in evawration

for nearly all months of the year. The smallest soil mbisture

differences occur in April and May, as the spring sn~wmelt

common to both experiments replenishes the soil m~!sture.

During the summer the soil dries in both experiments, but

the drying is stronger in the ice sheet experiment b f cause the ice sheet-induced reduction of precipitation is great r than

the reduction of evaporation. The differences in soil m isture

are then maintained through the autumn into winter when

the moisture storage in snow-covered soil changes Ii Ie with

time. :

This analysis suggests that the large decrease in ~ mmer precipitation produces a significant depletion, of S~il. i~ture

over interior North America. To understand Its origin, Figure

8 is constructed showing the differences in the rates of pre-

180W 150 12,] 90 60 30 0

FIGURE 8. Differences in precipitation (top) and evaporation in-
cluding sublimation (bottom) between the ice sheet and control ex-
periments for the summer season. The heavy solid outline indicates
the continental ice boundary. Units are mm/d.

Differences pour /'ete au '1iveau des precipitations (en haut) et de
/'evaporation, y compris la sublimation (en bas) entre /'essai sur Ie
modele d'inlandsis et /'es.sai temoin. Le trait gras donne les limites
des glaciers continentaux. Les unites sont en mm/d.

cipitation and evaporation (including sublimation) between

the two experiments during summer. This figure indicates that

a decrease in precipitation rate occurs over the dry region of

interior North America. locally reaching as much as 4 mm/d

just south of the ice sheet. Although most Northern Hemisphere

continental regions experience a reduction in precipitation,

the decrease in this area is much larger than average. While

a reduction in evaporation rate also occurs in this region, it

is smaller in magnitude. In contrast, a large decrease in evap-

oration and sublimation occurs over the Laurentide Ice Sheet,

particularly at its southern margin, reducing the amount of

moisture available to the atmosphere, as the cold ice sheets

are a poorer moisture source than the warmer soil of the

control experiment. This suggests that the decrease in the

amount of moisture supplied to the atmosphere from the Lau-

rentide Ice Sheet contributes to the increased aridity of the

region to its south. The ice sheet acts as a moisture sink,

drawing atmospheric water vapor away from nearby areas

and reducing its availability for precipitation. The interior of

North America is sensitive to this effect since it is relatively

isolated from oceanic moisture sources and regions of maritime

cyclogenesis. MANABE and BROCCOLI (1985a) discuss this

mechanism in more detail.

Not all locations in the North American sector experience

decreased precipitation in the ice sheet experiment. Figure
9 is the geographical distribution of the change in annual
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FIGURE 9. Differences in annual mean precipitation (mmfd) between

the ice sheet and control experiments. The heavy solid outline indicates

the continental ice boundary.

Differences au niveau des precipitations moyennes annue/fs (mml
d) entre f'essai sur Ie modele d'inlandsis et f'essai temoinl Le trait
gras montre les limites des glaciers continentaux.

mean precipitation between the ice sheet and control exper-

iments. While most of North America undergoes a d~crease

in precipitation, an increase occurs near the south~astern

corner of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. This area is part of a band

of increased precipitation extending eastward across the North

Atlantic. BROCCOLI and MANABE (1987) associated a similar

belt of increased precipitation (in an experiment incorporating

all LGM boundary conditions) with a strengthenin of the

westerlies and increased storminess extending fr m the

southeastern corner of the Laurentide Ice Sheet ac ss the

North Atlantic and skirting the southern edge of th Scan-

dinavian Ice Sheet. They also speculated that in reased

snowfall over these regions may be important to t snow

budgets of both ice sheets, raising the possibility th an ice

sheet-induced storm track may form part of a self-su taining

mechanism for ice sheet growth and maintenance. i I

CONCLUDING REMARKS I

In response to the incorporation of the expanded co~tinental

ice sheets of the LGM, a climate model consisting of an

atmospheric general circulation model coupled with a simple

model of the oceanic mixed layer produces major changes

in the climate of North America. During all seasons but summer,

blocking associated with the Laurentide Ice Sheet results in

a split flow in the middle troposphere straddling the ice sheet.

At the surface, the mid latitude westerlies are deflected north-

ward along the west coast of the continent, and an anticyclonic

circulation is formed over the western portion of the ice sheet.

North to northwest surface flow replaces the generally westerly

flow of the control experiment over the remainder f f North

America. KUTZBACH and GUETTER (1986) found similar

modification of the tropospheric flow in their simulati n of the

climate at 18 ka.

Pronounced cooling occurs in the North America t sector in response to these circ~lation chan.ges and to t~e r flect~on

of solar radiation by the high-albedo Ice sheet. This r ductlon

in temperature is most extensive in winter, when th strong

cooling extends southward to the Gulf of Mexico and eastward

over the North Atlantic Ocean. Not all locations experience
year-round cooling; in spring and summer surface air tem-
peratures are higher over southeastern North America. This
exception to the ice sheet-induced cooling is interesting in
the light of the paleotemperature data summarized by BARRY
(1983). While the limited data available suggest winter cooling
in this region similar to that produced by the model. some
disagreement exists regarding LGM summer temperature.
Some paleoclimatic data imply substantial summer cooling,
while others indicate little temperature change during that
season. Additional LGM temperature reconstructions from
this region would be useful to try to resolve this uncertainty.

Changes in the hydrologic budget also occur, with a large
area of soil dryness developing over the interior of North
America south of the ice margin. A reduction in the amount
of moisture supplied by the surface to the atmosphere over
the ice sheet is responsible for this aridity. Downstream, a
strong storm track extends from the southeastern corner of
the ice sheet across the North Atlantic, producing an increase
in precipitation along its axis. A similar increase in storminess
was noted in an early ic:e age climate simulation by WILLIAMS
et al. (1974).

Many of these results are interesting because of their sim-
ilarity to paleoclimatic inferences based on geological data.
WELLS (1983) reconstructed the Late Pleistocene surface
airflow over central North America from eolian landforms. He
found the direction of late glacial surface winds to be from
40 to 90 degrees out of phase from the present-day circulation.
East of the Rockies, a northwesterly surface flow prevailed
during the Late Wisconsinan, while a south to southwest flow
was prevalent in western North America. The flow field pro-
duced in the ice sheet experiment during winter (when winds
are strongest) is very similar to that reconstructed by Wells.
In addition, the reduction of central North American soil moisture
in the model is consistent with the arid conditions required
for the extensive dune formation that occurred in the Great
Plains during the Late Wisconsinan. While the dating as re-
ported by Wells does not allow the identification of a narrow
time interval for dune formation, it suggests that the dunes
were formed during the latter stages of and just after the
LGM.

The presence of loess in the Great Plains and Mississippi
Valley region (e.g., SCHEIDIG, 1934) is also of interest, since
it is often assumed th.at a dry climate (or, at least, a climate
with a pronounced dry season) is necessary for the trans-
portation and deposition of loess material by the wind. If the

glacial origin and eolian deposition of loess are accepted
(SMALLEY, 1972; KUKLA, 1975), then these loess deposits
suggest that such a c1imate existed near the time of the last
glacial maximum. The region of increased aridity in interior
North America in the ice sheet experiment is consistent with

these inferences.

The paleoclimatic data described above suggest that some
of the changes in climate simulated by the atmosphere-mixed
layer ocean model in response to the LGM distribution of
continental ice are consistent with those implied by geological
data. This adds confidence to other climatic effects produced
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by the model in the ice sheet experiment. The model used
in this study represents the state of the art, but it can only
approximate the response of the actual climate system. Future
studies of a similar nature using higher resolution or more
complete climate models (e.g.. models including an interactive
dynamic ocean) are necessary to further our understanding
of the ice age climate. Continued efforts in collecting and
synthesizing paleoclimatic data are valuable in providing climate
modelers with tools for evaluating their results.
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